Course Title: Hungarian Society I.

University of Debrecen Faculty of Health, Department of Applied Social Science
Basic Course (the course was taken up by MA, social workers, nurses, ambulance officers and information specialist students).
- lectures
- 3 credits
- participants: 534 full-time students and 267 part-time students took the course

Faculty name: Dr. György, Jóna
Semester Taught: Winter 2014-2015

Within the framework of the course of Hungarian Society I. the students understand how the Hungarian social history processes were changing from the Compromise of 1867 till the Hungarian regime change of 1989. Moreover, the course highlights the effects and consequences of the Holocaust and World War II. I apply a large number of interview clips: video-testimonies from USC Shoah Foundation Visual History Archive.

Video-testimonies of Ágnes Heller, Lajos Edélyi, Éva Székely, Randolf Brahams, György Kun, Ágnes Kun, Antónia Kelemen and György Fábri were applied in this course.

The course embraces 14 lectures (1 lecture is 90 minutes) for the full-time students, the part-time students receive 5 lectures. Approximately 60% of the course deals with the topic of Holocaust and the Porrajmos.

The students take a written examination.